#NCSSconnects Virtual Activity

**Activity:** Butterfly Finger Puppets

**Category:** Culture - Arts and Crafts

**Suggested Grade Level:** Grades 1-6

**Description:** Make colorful butterfly finger puppets to have fun with others!

**Supplies:**
- Colorful pieces of felt (one per butterfly)
- Black marker
- Yarn
- Googly eyes
- Scissors
- Glue stick

**Instructions:**
1. Use a black marker to draw butterfly wings onto a piece of colorful felt, as shown. Cut out the pattern.
   - If you are making multiple butterflies, cut out multiple patterns.
2. Cut a rectangle piece of felt (ideally a different color) for the butterfly’s body.
3. Glue the rectangle piece of felt to make the body. Make sure it fits your index finger.
4. Glue the butterfly wings onto the back of the body felt.
5. Cut two pieces of yarn and glue them to the back of the body, at the top (this is the antennae).
6. Glue the googly eyes onto the body, near the top. Draw a smiley face below them.
7. Inset your finger into the body of the butterfly to fly your butterfly puppets!